July 17, 2020

Craig Kielburger & Marc Kielburger, Co-Founders
We Charity
339 Queen St E
Toronto, Ontario
M5A 1S9
Dear Craig and Marc,

RE: Use of Personal Information by Third Parties
As part of its study into the awarding of a sole-source contract to WE Charity, I have
been asked to testify to the House of Commons Finance Committee on Tuesday, July 22.
In preparation for that, I have analyzed the revenue of WE Charity and have attempted
to identify the main donors to WE Charity (see the attachments).
Further to my e-mail (attached) of July 14, 2002, I am writing to inquire about how
WE uses the Personal Information of people who become part of your movement.
In particular, I would like to ask about if/how WE provides data to its corporate partners
and/or to political parties, including the Liberal Party of Canada.
In reviewing your materials, I have noticed that WE has or has had a large number of
prestigious corporate sponsors: Royal Bank, Telus, Microsoft, CTV, DHL, KPMG, Ford Motors,
Nordstrom, David’s Tea, Hershey and others, including Richard Branson’s Virgin airline.
I have also found that, according to your web-site, WE has 4 million subscribers
as part of the Track The Change program which has been sponsored by Nordstrom.
Four million subscribers! What a goldmine of data about young consumers, a market
segment that is notoriously hard to reach.
I notice in your Privacy Policy that WE provides extensive assurances about the
restrictions that you adhere to with regards to Personal Information. I also notice that
WE states very clearly that you do share data with outside parties.
Attached, I’ve listed the initial questions that I would like to ask. In advance, thank you
for taking time to consider my questions.
Sincerely,
Vivian Krause

Questions

1. Who are the “other users” and “affiliates” with whom WE Charity/ME to WE shares or
has shared Personal Information?

o

Does WE Charity or ME to WE provide any information to Its corporate partners?

o

WE has a long history of involvement with Justin Trudeau and other members of
the Liberal Party of Canada. Has WE ever provided information to the Liberal
Party of Canada or to any other political party or organizations that share
information with a political party or its campaign(s)?

2. What are the nature of the information sharing “agreements” that WE has entered?

o

Who are the “partners” with whom WE Charity has these “agreements”?

o

What is the charitable purpose, if any, that is served by these agreements?

3. Has WE ever had a security breech that may have put Personal Information at risk?

WE Privacy Policy1
We use the Personal Information we collect about you to provide services and features
of the Sites to you and other users. This includes using information to:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Deliver quality services and features that you use on the Sites;
Keep our services secure and safe;
Provide you with location services;
Protect WE Charity, ME to WE or others’ rights or property;
Conduct internal operations (data analysis, troubleshooting, testing and service
improvements);
Measure or understand the effectiveness of content;
Offer opportunities that we think will be of interest to you, like causes to support,
events to attend and opportunities and products of our supporters;
Facilitate and process donations you choose to make through the Sites;
Make suggestions for you and other users of the Sites; and
Comply with any legal obligations.

Personal information collected by ME to WE and WE Charity will only be used or
disclosed for purposes described in this Policy or for other purposes that we have
informed you of at the time of collecting that information. Before your Personal
Information will be used or disclosed for a new purpose, we will ask you for your
consent, unless use or disclosure without your consent in the circumstances is otherwise
permitted or required by law, regulation or court order.
We may use or disclose your Personal Information to enforce or apply the Terms of Use
of the Sites, to the extent that your Personal Information is required in order to determine
whether the Terms of use have been violated.
We use and disclose your Personal Information to fulfill your requests for certain products
or Services or information about such products or Services, process donations, contact
you in response to requests for your information and to respond to voluntary comments.
We may also use Personal information to customize the Sites to your preferences, to
improve the content of our Sites, and to research Site usage patterns.
As discussed in this Privacy Policy, we may share information we receive with our affiliates,
which are businesses that are legally part of the same group of companies that WE
Charity or ME to WE are respectively a part of, or that become part of that group.
Likewise, our affiliates may share information with us as well. This sharing is done in
compliance with applicable laws including where such applicable laws require consent.
ME to WE, WE Charity and their respective affiliates may use shared information to help
provide, understand and improve their services.
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https://www.we.org/en-CA/about-we/terms-of-service

We give your information to the people and companies that help us provide,
understand and improve the services we offer. For example, we may use outside
vendors to help host our website, serve photos and videos, process payments,
analyze data, conduct and publish research, measure the effectiveness of ads, or
provide search results. In all of these cases our partners must agree to only use your
information consistent with the agreement we enter into with them, as well as this
Privacy Policy and our Terms of Service.
We will not sell or rent your Personal Information to anyone.
Please be assured that your Personal Information, trust and privacy are very important
to us. Unless required by law to do so, we will never disclose your Personal Information to
others unless we have (1) obtained your consent to do so, (2) notified you via this
Privacy Policy that we will do so, or (3) removed your name and any personal identifiers
from the information before disclosure.
We may also disclose your information to:
o
o
o

Our affiliates;
Parties whose campaigns or causes you have agreed to join for the purpose of
facilitating your participation;
Parties with whom we have contracted to process data, including parties who are
located in countries or jurisdictions other than the one in which you reside. When this
occurs, your information becomes subject to the laws of those jurisdictions; and
parties to whom we have agreed to provide anonymized and/or aggregated data,
though we will remove personal identifiers before we do so.

We may access, preserve and share your information in response to a legal request
(such as a search warrant, court order or subpoena) where we believe we are required
to do so. We may also access, preserve and share your information when we have a
commercially reasonable belief it is necessary to: (1) detect, prevent and address fraud
and other illegal activity, (2) to protect ourselves, you and others, including as part of
investigations, and 93) to prevent death or imminent bodily harm. Information we
receive about you may be accessed, processed and retained for an extended
period of time when it is the subject of a legal request or obligation, governmental
investigation, or investigations concerning possible violations of our terms or policies, or
otherwise to prevent harm. We also may retain information from accounts disabled for
violations of our terms for at least a year to prevent repeat abuse.
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iCloud Mail

https://www.icloud.com/message/current/en-us/index.html#view?guid=message%3ASent+Messages%2F36848
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